
  

Abstract:  Model-independent methods in
cosmology have become an essential tool in
order to deal with an increasing number of
theoretical alternatives for explaining the late-
time acceleration of the Universe. In principle,
this provides a way of testing the Cosmological
Concordance model under different assumptions
and to rule out whole classes of competing
theories. One such model-independent method is
the so-called cosmographic approach, which
relies only in the homogeneity and isotropy of the
Universe on large scales. We show that this
method suffers from many shortcomings,
providing biased results depending on the
auxiliary variable used in the series expansion
and is unable to rule out models or adequately
reconstruct theories with higher-order derivatives
in either the gravitational or matter sector.
Consequently, in its present form, this method
seems unable to provide reliable or useful results
for cosmological applications.
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Abstract:  One of the most pressing mysteries in physics is
the accelerating expansion of the Universe, usually attri-
buted to a dark energy component. The standard model of
cosmology, which contains only six free parameters descri-
bing the matter and dark energy content of the Universe is
so far the best phenomenological fit to the data to percent
level precision. Observations of future experiments will pro-
vide a vast amount of data for a broad span of redshifts with
hundreds of thousands of supernovas type Ia along with mi-
llions of galaxies and quasars. Machine Learning (ML) tech-
niques will play a big role in testing accurately the standard
model of cosmology, but will also help in the search for new
physics and tensions in the data by placing tighter constrain-
ts on cosmological parameters. I will present a unified ML
analysis of all the currently available cosmological data in
order to reconstruct several key background and perturba-
tions variables in a model-independent manner in order to
explore the nature of dark energy.
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